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Abstract. In this pedagogic article I introduce a representation of 2 X 2 matrices
called the intricate representation, which contains the complex numbers as a
subalgebra, and for 2n X 2n matrices a corresponding representation called the
hyperintricate representation. The confluence of these two ideas – complex numbers
and matrices – allows the development of mathematics from both these subject areas
and their interaction. We develop some of their properties, such as formulae of e i
type and a new proof that integer intricate numbers factorise in an infinite number of
ways. A frequently asked question is “what is the relationship between intricate
numbers and quaternions?” I answer this, providing a new matrix representation. We
also discuss roots of intricate numbers, which can be hyperintricate, and change of
basis, which is called a JAF transformation.
Our investigations are further developed in Part II, which includes a discussion of
hyperintricate determinants and inverses. It can be used, as is shown elsewhere
[Ad12h], in extending Galois theory to matrix variables. Hyperanalysis [Ad12b],
carries over the ideas to complex analysis. The hyperintricate research programme
intersects with what appears to be new ideas on probability sheaves.
A list of further areas to which I believe hyperintricate numbers can have an influence
in the development of topics of interest is: Zeta functions, L series, Fourier analysis,
classification of groups, and noncommutative rings. Areas I have not mentioned are
practical applications. It follows that since hyperintricate numbers contain complex
numbers on one end and matrices on the other, and these mathematical tools abound
in science and engineering, that this is fertile ground for further developments and
applications.
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1 Intricate numbers.
A complex number, represented by g = a1 + bi, where i =
represented by
1=

,

i =

, can also be

.

This representation follows all the rules for a field, including the existence of a
multiplicative inverse g-1 of a complex number, satisfying
g-1 = (a1 – bi)/(a2 + b2).
If we wish to extend this algebra to include all possible 2 X 2 matrices with real
elements, then we can introduce two more basis elements – the actual matrix
=
and the phantom matrix
=

.

Just as for complex numbers where we can represent the (a, b) pair of real and
imaginary components as vectors in what is called an Argand diagram, we can also
have a 4-dimensional diagram representing what I call an intricate number
h = a1 + bi + c + d.
The linearly independent intricate basis elements satisfy
12 = 1, i2 = -1, 2 = 1, 2 = 1,
1i = i = i1, 1 =  = 1, 1 =  = 1,
i = - = -i, i =  = -i and  = i = -.

(1)

An intricate number can represent uniquely any real 2 X 2 matrix.
A 2  2 real matrix
does not have an inverse if its determinant ps – rq = 0, in which case it is called a
singular matrix. For a complex number the basis elements 1 and i have determinant 1
– so all matrices except the zero matrix for a complex number have multiplicative
inverses. We can see in contrast that non-zero intricate numbers may have no
multiplicative inverse.
In more detail, the matrix above has the intricate representation
h = a1 + bi + c + d
= ½(p + s)1 + ½(q – r)i + ½(p – s) + ½(q + r).
The intricate conjugate is (a1 – bi – c – d). If the multiplicative inverse exists, it is
h-1 = (a1 – bi – c – d)/(a2 + b2 – c2 – d2),
so the denominator (the determinant) is non-zero.
A matrix is called nilpotent if its nth power is zero, when it is necessarily singular, by
determinant multiplication. The singular matrices ( + i) and ( + i) have zero square.
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2 The intricate Euler relations. [Ad12c]
Complex numbers satisfy the Euler relation
ei = cos + i sin,
which can be obtained using a Taylor series expansion, where
e = 1 +  + 2/2 + 3/3! + …
For intricate basis elements  and , a similar argument gives
e = cosh +  sinh,
e = cosh +  sinh,
since
cosh = 1 + 2/2 + 4/4! + …
sinh =  + 3/3! + 5/5! + …
If we choose to represent
eh = ea1 + bi + c + d = ea1ebieced,
(2)
then multiplicative non-commutativity, e.g.
ebiec  ecebi
from the Taylor series expansions, immediately tells us that for abelian addition (2)
cannot hold, although a1 commutes. In the example above the non-commutation
expressed as ebiec – ecebi depends on , b and c only.
The square of J = (bi + c + d) is (-b2 + c2 + d2). Setting z = a1 + JK, for K real,
when J2 = -1 the Taylor expansion gives
ez = ea1 + (bi + c + d)K = ea1+JK
= ea1(cosK + JsinK),
(3)
2
when J = +1
ez = ea1(coshK + JsinhK)
(4)
and when J2 = 0
ez = ea1(1 + JK).
(5)
We note for representations of this form that
ea1 + JL + JM = ea1eJLeJM.

(6)

That these solutions are not the most general may be deduced from the observation
that the determinant of ea1 + (bi + c + d)K is given by an expression of the form (3), (4) or
(5) multiplied by its intricate conjugate, and in each case this is e2a1, which cannot be
zero or negative.
Since a determinant is a multiplicative function, that is for matrices C and D
det CD = det C det D,
a representation with zero or negative determinant may be obtained on multiplying by
an intricate number which itself has a zero or negative determinant. These issues are
discussed in [Ad12c]. A non-unique intricate representation extending this type is
W = ex1 + J1L + Δ.ey1 + J2M,
with det Δ = -1.
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3 Hyperintricate numbers.
We can define n-hyperintricate numbers recursively, by building up starting from
intricate ones. Consider a 2n X 2n matrix. Let “+” be a chosen 2 n-1 X 2n-1 matrix which
is a hyperintricate basis element of lower dimension, for example an intricate basis
element 1, i,  or . Let “–” be the corresponding matrix with all negative entries
from “+”. Consider the set of 2n X 2n hyperintricate basis elements
,

,

,

.

Any 2n X 2n matrix can be represented uniquely by a linear combination of these.
All n-hyperintricate basis elements beyond the intricate have determinant +1, since
the “+” and “–” components both have the same determinant, 1. The n-indexed
determinant is derived from the product of two (n – 1)-hyperintricate determinants,
which multiplied together to form the higher dimensional one, has value always +1.
We caution that for n > 1, general determinants are not additive functions.
A j X j matrix may be extended both right and below with zero entries to give a larger
2n X 2n matrix, or main diagonal entries of 1 may be substituted here to maintain
determinants. By this means matrix theorems may be expressed hyperintricately.
I now introduce some notation. I will do this by giving examples of 4 X 4 matrices.
Write
11 =

i1 =

,

,

i =

,

i =

.

So “+” corresponds with the subscript, which will be described as an example of a
layer, for example in i. Mnemonically ‘subscripts are the little part’.
If in general each of the 16 real 4 X 4 matrices are represented by e.g. i = AB, then
(AB) + (AC) = A(B + C),
(AB) + (CB) = (A + C)B,
(AB)(CD) = (AC)BD,
A -B = -(AB) = (-A)B.
For further nesting of matrices, consider instead of stepping down a further layer,
introducing (possibly) a comma, thus: AB,C, so that matrix multiplication becomes
(AB)CD,EF = (AC,E)(BD,F).
The layers of a basis element mn ... p, are the vectors m, n, ... p, and its layer dimension
is the number of layers.
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Intricate and hyperintricate numbers appear in four avatars – as scalars, satisfying a
non-commutative algebra, as vectors with a linearly independent basis, as matrices –
where the first instance is intricate numbers, and in the hyperintricate case, say as the
object similar to a tensor, mn,p, where m, n and p are vectors.
Layers may be permuted, and except for interior coefficient algebras, and studied in
Part II compression and expansion, uniformly applied the resulting algebraic relations
under addition and multiplication are the same.
We define an n-hyperimaginary number to be an n-hyperintricate number with each
layer restricted to the set {1, i}. We can also define hyperactual numbers, containing
elements of {1, } in all layers and hyperphantom numbers for which every layer 
{1, }. Hyperactual and hyperphantom number are not members of a field. Another
way of putting this is that complex numbers constitute the only algebra of the three
which is analytic. This arises because (1 + ) and (1 + ) have determinant zero, and
so are singular with no inverse and (a11 + bii) has inverse (a11 – bii)/(a2 – b2), which
does not exist for a = b.

4 Exterior, interior and relative coefficient algebras.
A real number, r, multiplied by a hyperintricate basis element AB multiplies each
element of the matrix by r. Then
rAB = (aA)(bB)
(7)
where ab = r.
Hyperintricate basis elements may have coefficients acting on the left or right (or
both) which are themselves hyperintricate. These coefficients may be considered as a
sum of terms of real values multiplied by hyperintricate basis elements.
Generally speaking, there is more than one type of algebra in which the coefficients
are multiplied by hyperintricate basis elements. In all cases real components of the
coefficient bases are treated as in (7).
An exterior coefficient algebra takes the layer dimension, n, of the coefficients and to
the m-hyperintricate basis element to which it is attached, appends a basis element of
the coefficient to the (say) trailing 1 layers of the m-hyperintricate basis element. The
exterior coefficient algebra is commutative with respect to a coefficient and an mhyperintricate basis element.
The interior coefficient algebra extracts layers from the basis element of the
coefficient, permutes them in a uniform way and multiplies corresponding layers to
those in the m-hyperintricate basis to which it is attached. For identity permutations
and coefficients with layer dimension equal to that of basis elements, this corresponds
to normal matrix multiplication. The interior coefficient algebra is not commutative in
general.
The exterior coefficient algebra may be considered as a special case of the interior
coefficient algebra, in which the coefficient is multiplied by trailing layers of 1 in the
m-hyperintricate basis element.
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The relative coefficient algebra operates on all layers rather than selective ones and
treats r, a and b in (7) as intricate or hyperintricate numbers. Consider the example A B
= 11, r = i, a = , b = , and real numbers t = uv. We would have
tiAB = (uA)(vB) = t
= -(uA)(vB) = -t,
which is not the case. A solution not directly involving equivalence classes is to treat
r, a and b as conforming to the scalar algebra given in (1) and to perform operations
relative to the basis AB. We write to indicate this
tiAB = (uaA)(vbB)
(rel AB),
then we have for example
ti11 = (u1)(v1)
(rel 11),
ti11 = -(u1)(v1)
(rel 11).
The relative coefficient algebra is not commutative in general.

5 Factorisation of intricate numbers. [Ad12d]
An intricate number may be represented as 1(p1 + qi + r + s), and 1 may be
factorised intricately in an infinite number of distinct ways.
All integers have integer valued intricate factorisations in an infinite number of ways.
This follows because
(a2 + b2 − c2 − d2) = (a1 + bi + c + d)(a1 − bi − c − d)
and any integer may be represented for integers a, b, c, d by (a2 + b2 − c2 − d2), since
(a2 − c2) = (a + c)(a – c)
and if (a – c) = 1, (a + c) can have any odd value, thus considering (b2 − d2), this can
have any odd value, and varying over (a + c) any even integer can be accommodated.
Likewise, if (a – c) = 2, the product with (a + c) forms an arbitrary multiple of 4, and
keeping (b2 − d2) odd, any odd integer can be accommodated.

6 Symmetric, antisymmetric and upper triangular matrices.
A matrix U is symmetric when its elements satisfy ujk = ukj, and the elements of a
matrix V are antisymmetric when vjk = -vkj. Any matrix W may be represented
uniquely as W = U + V.
A 2n X 2n matrix V is antisymmetric when all of its hyperintricate components are
antisymmetric. This follows from the uniqueness of the hyperintricate representation.
The square of a symmetric basis element is 1 and of an antisymmetric basis element is
-1. So this antisymmetry happens when a search of the layers of a basis element finds
an odd number of i’s, otherwise the basis element is symmetric.
The transpose WT of a matrix W, swapping rows and columns, is obtained under the
map i  -i for all i layers of its component basis elements.
A 2n X 2n upper triangular matrix has all zero entries below the main diagonal. This
diagonal is represented entirely by hyperactual components.
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A necessary condition for the remainder outside the diagonal to be upper triangular is
that each antisymmetric component where a  or i layer is ranked earliest is summed
equally with the symmetric component in which this  or i is interchanged.
This condition is sufficient. Main diagonal symmetries, including antisymmetries, are
symmetries with the largest such scope, only determined by the leading  or i layer.
The lower triangular region will then only be zero if a leading  or i layer for each
component is summed with an interchanged i or  layer of equal value.

7 Intricate products under non-commutation.
Say we wished to evaluate
(a + bi + c + d)(p + qi + r + s) = (t + ui + v + w)(a + bi + c + d).
Then multiplying both right hand sides by the intricate conjugate (a – bi – c – d)
gives, on putting G = (a2 + b2 – c2 – d2) and equating intricate parts,
t = p,
Gu = q(a2 + b2 + c2 + d2) + 2[r(-bc – ad) + s(ac – bd)],
Gv = r(a2 − b2 − c2 + d2) + 2[q(bc – ad) + s(ab – cd)]
and
Gw = s(a2 − b2 + c2 − d2) + 2[q(ac + bd) − r(ab + cd)].

8 Representations of quaternions by hyperintricate numbers.
The quaternions are extensions of the complex numbers with 3 ‘imaginary’ – or
quaternionic – parts. So we can represent a quaternion by
a1 + bi + cj + dk
where
12 = 1, i2 = j2 = k2 = -1,
1i = i = i1, 1j = j = j1, 1k = k = k1,
ij = k = -ji, jk = i = -kj, ki = j = -ik
and the inverse is
(a1 – bi – cj – dk)/(a2 + b2 + c2 + d2).
This (1, i, j, k) basis is representable by four hyperintricate numbers – in fact the four
given previously – 11, i, i1 and i. An alternative is 11, i, 1i and i. There are others,
including 111, i, i and i.
Reference [Ad12a] contains a hyperintricate proof that the only standard associative
division algebras are the reals, complex numbers and quaternions. As defined in
[Ad12a], where there is more than one basis element with square 1, there exist nonstandard associative algebras of dimension 2n, for n any whole number.

9 Roots of intricate basis elements. [Ad12e]
The multiplicative inverses of the intricate basis elements are as follows.
1-1 = 1, i-1 = -i, -1 = , -1 = .
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We shall see that for 1/2 and 1/2, square roots of intricate basis elements can be
represented by hyperintricate numbers. For square roots
11/2 = 1 or (ui + v + w),
with -u2 + v2 + w2 = 1, allowing us to expand the list of possibilities below, also
i1/2 = (1 + i)/ ,
giving the dependent relation (with the same positive or negative sign)
i-1/2 = (1 – i)/ ,
with
1/2 = 
±
or


,



,

and
1/2= (1/

)

.

For integers m and n we give the following roots.
11/(2n + 1) = ei2m/(2n + 1)
i1/(2n + 1) = ei(4m + 1)/[2(2n + 1)]
1/(2n + 1) = 
1/(2n + 1) = .
11/(2n) = eim/n
i1/(2n) = ei(4m + 1)/(4n)
with
1/(2n) = 

or


,



.

1/(2n) may be obtained recursively from roots with smaller n. For example, since
1/2 = (1/

) i1/2

,

we have
1/4 = (1 or i)[i1/4/21/4]

,

where (see the next paragraph for an indication of how to obtain this)
a2 = (-½  1/ )i
b2 = -i – a2.
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More generally, for natural numbers t = 2n and u = 2n – 1, if
1/t = ei2m/t[i1/t/21/t]

,

where we have previously determined that
1/u = ei2m/u[i1/u/21/u]

,

then on squaring the matrix in P and Q
P2 + Q2 = p
2PQ = q
which reduces to a solvable quadratic equation, say in P 2, so 1/t is determined.
If a natural number T = ty, with y an odd number, is encountered instead of t, the
determination of 1/T can be found from the relation, valid for natural numbers y and t
1/T= [1/y]1/t = 1/t.
The results of section 2, where an intricate number may be represented by e z for a
positive determinant, can be used to give a root ez/n, although for J2 = 1, cosh cannot
take the value zero.
These ideas may be combined. For example, to get around the cosh restriction on
representations of , we may write using an exterior coefficient algebra
1/n =





 ½(e
+e
)11 + ½(e2mi/n – e(2m + 1)i/n)1.
Further details are given in reference [Ad12e].
2mi/n

(2m + 1)i/n

10 Composites.
To determine additive composite basis elements, first let
J1 = ui + v + w,
J12 = -1,
J2 = xi + y + z,
J22 = -1.
Then for 1 > L, M > 0, provided the denominator is positive
J = (J1L+ J2M)/[(uL + xM)2 – (vL + yM)2 – (wL + zM)2]
satisfies
J2 = -1.
If u > 0, x < 0, a continuous mapping
[L, M]: [1, 0] t [0, 1]
(8)
carries (uL + xM) inadmissibly through zero, which is also a feature of the complex
case v = w = y = z = 0, but if u and x are of the same sign, then the positive constraint
on the denominator is superfluous.
Next, multiplicatively, let J2 = -1, A2 = 1 and F2 = 1, where we put
J = qi + r + s,
A = bi + c + d,
F = ei + f + g,
and we allocate
AF = J.

(9)
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Since J does not have a real part, it follows from the relations
-be + cf + dg = 0,
cg – df = q,
bg – de = r
and
-bf + ce = s
that
AF = -FA = J.
Multiplying (9) on the left by A
F = AJ,
and multiplying on the right by F
A = JF.
Correspondingly, multiplying (10) on the right by A and the left by F gives
F = -JA,
A = -FJ,
and we have established an equivalence of algebras for
J  i,
A
and
F  .

(10)

Notes
Except that intricate basis elements for SL(2, R) are given on page 25 of [Ge75] and
page 86 of [Ge76], a partial literature search, e.g. both historical [Fr73], [Sch73] and
contemporary [Se03] has failed to find reference to the explicit idea of the
hyperintricate representation. The matrix representation of complex numbers is
mentioned by R. Remmert on page 69 of [Eb91], from which we developed this
notion in 2008. The representation of quaternions by matrices is given in [He68] and
[No83].
There are many references to the upper triangular representation of matrices in the
literature [JL70], [La80], [ST92]. A. Borel is often quoted in this context, but the idea
without the technology goes back to Gauss [Ga1863].
We have derived the equivalence of algebras within an abelian subgroup of GL+(2, R)
corresponding to the bijection between i and J = bi + c + d, with J constant and J2 =
-1, as in equation (6). A consequence is that complex analysis may be extended, for
which the Cauchy-Riemann equations and the Cauchy integral formula can be reexpressed in terms of J instead of i, whilst variable J can be tackled using sheaf theory
[MM00] or more mundanely under the J1  J2 homotopy [L, 0]  [0, M] of (8) with
u and x of the same sign, as in the complex case, and similarly we can introduce
Laplace transforms. In like manner, polynomial theory carries over for such algebras
[Ad12h]. The same can be said for a theory of modular forms, [BN97], [Ne97]. There
is also the classification of Lie groups, which can be extended [Ad12f], [Hu90],
[MT00], [Ro02]. Our representation is an extension of all these items.
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